Have Immigration Attorney, Will Travel
Dana Imperia helps sports stars get in the game

Through Dana Imperia’s advocacy, she’s not just a voice for individuals in need of immigration help. She also represents a growing number of professional athletes who travel the world to compete in high-stakes competitions and tournaments.

In 2014, United States Citizenship and Immigration Services issued a statement stating public pressure and judicial reviews against gates eligible for P-1 visas, the same designation given to athletes. "People are like, ‘Trump is here, we need protecting!'" Imperia says. That’s exactly what she offers as an immigration attorney.

In January 2017, the immigration market was forced to re-examine the practice of S-1 visas for foreign sports stars. "Part of it was the challenge of blocking up any agents from advising people to play the games," Imperia says. "We’re dealing with a lot of financial issues."